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LINEGRABBER IS A SIMPLE WAY TO CREATE ATTACHMENT POINT 
 
 

 Making an attachment point on a line without making a knot is 

simple. Boaters just need the LineGrabber from Davis Instruments. With a 

spliced and sewn loop at each end, it works by cinching tight around a 

line. The more tension that is applied to the LineGrabber, the more it 

constricts. 

Compatible with any line up to 3cm in diameter, this handy tool is 

made of 6mm ultra-high modulus fiber and holds up to 900 kg. This 

material is tough enough to grab a chain, cleat, pulpit or handrail, and 

strong enough to help unload a fouled sheet. 

LineGrabber can be used to take tension off a jammed line, secure a 

rescue line, add a secure attachment point to a rail or stanchion, lead a 

static line in any direction, or grab chains and railings. Perfect for rafts, 

boats and kayaks, it can help secure an anchor or create a temporary 

mooring. In addition, LineGrabber can attach to harnesses, pulleys or 

gently to car tops where a loop is ideal to clip to. 

Owners simply use a basic Prusik hitch to tie or adjust LineGrabber 

in seconds. For any size line from 1.5cm to 3cm in diameter, users loop the 

LineGrabber twice around and through itself each time. Cinching it tight  
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then creates a strong, secure attachment point. For lines smaller than 

1.5cm in diameter, the LineGrabber can be looped around three times. 

Contact Davis Instruments, 3465 Diablo Ave., Hayward, CA  94545 
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Europe, Uilenkade 12, 3336 LP Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands. +31 (0)78 

6194316; Fax: +31 (0)78 6192689. euro@davisnet.com; www.davisnet.com. 


